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“[H. N. Werkman] . . . a man with
a craving for freedom manifest
in his way of life, expressed in
his work, who became an artist
at the moment he was economically
broken, deserted by everybody,
considered a freak—
at that moment he created a world
of his own, warm, vivid and vital.”
— Willem Sandberg

Letterpressed Publishers
prospectus for H. A. P.
Grieshaber et al.: HOMMAGE
A WERKMAN [Stuttgart and
New York, Fritz Eggert and
Wittenborn, 1957/1958],
Catalog item 50.

To distribute material possessions
is to divide them,
to distribute spiritual possessions
is to multiply them.
—Josef Albers
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Josef Albers
BLACK MOUNTAIN COLLEGE BULLETIN 2
Black Mountain, NC: Black Mountain College, 1944.

$600

Slim Octavo. Stapled self wrappers. 8 pp. Revised text from
1934 essay “Concerning Art Instruction” illustrated with a
study from the Werklehre class. Edges spotted and fold lightly
worn. A very good copy.
SECOND PRINTING, with revised text and photographic cover. Albers pres-

ents an approach to learning color systems that does not follow a rational
epistemological path but an immediate ethical and aesthetic relation.
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Josef Albers with A. E. Gallatin, Fernand Léger, Karl Knaths,
Piet Mondrian, George L. K. Morris and L. Moholy-Nagy
AMERICAN ABSTRACT ARTISTS
New York: Ram Press, 1946.

$125

Octavo. Decorated paper cover boards. [68] pp. 36 black
and white plates. Illustrated essays. Wittenborn label to front
pastedown. Endpapers faintly foxed. Spine edges lightly
rubbed. A very good or better copy.
FIRST EDITION.

Published to commemorate the tenth American Abstract
Artists annual exhibition in 1946, with essays by L. Moholy-Nagy: SpaceTime Problems in Art; Karl Knaths: Note on Color; George L K. Morris:
Aspects of Picture-Making; A. E. Gallatin: Museum-Piece; Fernand Léger:
Modern Architecture and Color; Josef Albers: Abstract— Presentational;
and Piet Mondrian: A New Realism.
Features artwork by Esphyr Slobodkina, Albert Swiden, Joseph Meirhans,
L. Moholy-Nagy, Perle Fine, Ilya Bolotowsky, Werner Drewes, Karl Knaths,
Alice T. Mason, George McNeil, Neil Blaine, George L. K. Morris, Fanny
Hillsmith, Byron Browne, Carl Holty, Robert Jay Wolff, Eleanor De Laittre,
Fernand Leger, Balcomb Greene, Ibram Lassaw, Maurice Golubov, Frederick J. Kann, A. E. Gallatin, Susie Frelinghuysen, George [Georgio]
Cavallon, I. Rice Pereira, Florence Alston Swift, Piet Mondrian, Harry
Holtzman, John Sennhauser, John Von Wicht, A. D. F. Reinhardt, John
[Jean] Xceron, Charles G. Shaw, Josef Albers and Alexander Corazzo.

modernism101.com
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[BAUHAUSBÜCHER]
Oskar Schlemmer, László Moholy-Nagy, Farkas Molnár
DIE BUHNE IM BAUHAUS
Munich: Albert Langen Verlag, 1924 [Bauhausbücher 4].

$750

Text in German. Slim quarto. Yellow cloth stamped with red. Black
endpapers. 88 pp. Multiple paper stocks. One printed vellum
overlay. One color plate. One full color fold out. Letterpressed
text and illustrations with elaborate graphic design throughout
by Moholy-Nagy. Yellow cloth typically soiled with cloth spine
perished. Interior bright and clean. Structurally sound, but a good
copy only.
FIRST EDITION. Bauhausbücher 4 remains a landmark study of Bauhaus
stagecraft. Although the name Bauhaus primarily connotes advances in
architecture, this volume reinforces how much Bauhaus experimentation in
stage design and theory prefigured the advances of twentieth-century
theatre. Features illustrated essays by Oskar Schlemmer, László MoholyNagy, and Farkas Molnár; and includes illustrations by Marcel Breuer, Alexander [Xanti] Schawinsky, Kurt Schmidt, F. W. Bogler, and Georg Teltscher.

Also includes the 22.25" × 8.25" color accordion folded bound in insert
Partiturskizze zu einer Mechanischen Exzentrik by László Moholy-Nagy.
His Sketch for a Score for a Mechanized Eccentric is a “synthesis of form,
motion, sound, light [color], and odor.”
The text is a loose collection of essays about theatre practice with the common themes of form and space as unifier. So dominant are these themes
that scarcely a page goes by without reference to one or the other. While
this subject has been explored by theatre visionaries like Adolphe Appia,
the stage work at the Bauhaus framed the question of spatial relationships
in a unique manner. In Appia’s world, humans may be the measure of all
things, but at the Bauhaus the human form relinquished its Appian centrality
to be placed on equal footing with all elements of theatre: light, sound,
movement, form, color, and shape.
Oskar Schlemmer (1888–1943) developed his Triadisches Ballett

during his tenure as Master of Form at the Bauhaus theatre workshop. The
stylized and wildly popular performance featured actors who transformed
into geometrical shapes. The Ballett toured from 1922 until 1929 and
helped spread the Bauhaus ethos throughout Europe.
After his experiences in the First World War, Schlemmer began to conceive the human body as a new artistic medium. He saw ballet and pantomime as free from the historical baggage of theatre and opera and thus
able to present his ideas of choreographed geometry, man as dancer,
transformed by costume, moving in space.Schlemmer considered the
movement of puppets and marionettes as aesthetically superior to that of
humans, as it emphasised the artificial nature of every artistic medium.

modernism101.com
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[BAUHAUSBÜCHER]
L. Moholy-Nagy
MALEREI PHOTOGRAPHIE FILM
Munich: Albert Langen Verlag, 1925 [Bauhausbücher 8].

$1,500

Text in German. Slim quarto. Yellow cloth stamped with red. Black
endpapers. 134 pp. Multiple paper stocks. One bound in folded
musical score by Alexander László [as issued]. Letterpressed text
and illustrations with elaborate graphic design throughout by
Moholy-Nagy. Morton Goldsholl inkstamp to blank front free
endpaper. Yellow cloth lightly soiled with cloth spine neatly split
along front juncture. Interior bright and clean. A nearly very
good copy.
FIRST EDITION.

Includes work by Alfred Steiglitz, Albert Renger-Patzsch,
L. Moholy-Nagy, Man Ray, Lucia Moholy, Hannah Höch, Paul Citroen
and others.
“In this theoretical treatise in text and pictures Moholy-Nagy condemns
the subjectivity of pictorialism (using an Alfred Stieglitz picture as a
punchbag), and sets out the framework of what he calls the ‘New Vision’, featuring his own work and that of others. The New Vision thesis
put forward in this book argues that the camera should be left alone to
record whatever happens to be before the lens: ‘In the photographic
camera we have the most reliable aid to a beginning of objective vision.’
This is a typically modernist call to respect the inherent qualities of a
medium—form follows function—but is very different from the American
purist dogma of the ‘straight’ photography variety. Moholy-Nagy, heavily
influenced by the Constructivists, embraces film, montage, typography,
cameraless photography, news and utilitarian photography. . . . But
Moholy-Nagy stresses the medium’s distinctions from fine art. Photography, especially combined with type, would be a new ‘visual literature’.
Objectivity, clarity, communication rather than transcendental subjectivity
were the primary goals of the new photography.
The modern photographer would be a worker, adept at displaying his
skills in the service of society, and equally at home in the related fields
of photomontage, typography or film. The photographer of the future
would be a contemporary renaissance man or woman—and none fitted
the bill better than Moholy-Nagy—the renaissance sparked this time not
by the printing press but by the camera: “The traditional painting has
become a historical relic and is finished with. Eyes and ears have been
opened and are filled at every moment with a wealth of optical and phonetic wonders. A few more vitally progressive years, a few more ardent
followers of photographic technique and it will be a matter of universal
knowledge that photography was one of the most important factors in the
dawn of a new life.” (Parr & Badger, THE PHOTOBOOK, Vol. 1, p. 92/93).

modernism101.com
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Herbert Bayer
EXHIBITION OF ADVERTISING ART,
POSTERS, DESIGNS BY HERBERT BAYER
New York: The Composing Room/PM Gallery, 1939.

$500

Single 7" × 16.75" sheet printed recto only and folded twice
to form a 3.5" × 8.375" brochure. An uncirculated example.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Announcement for the ”former master of the bauhaus”

and his “first one-man showing in America” from April 12–30, 1939 at
the PM Gallery on West 37th Street. The inexpensive—and colorful—
single-sided coated paper stock for this announcement was a staple of
the Manhattan art world during the height of the Great Depression. We
have handled announcements from a variety of museums and galleries
featuring the same single-color offset printing and folding to produce
simple, yet effective brochures and exhibition announcements.
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Herbert Bayer
PAINTINGS 1942
New York: Willard Gallery, March 1942.

$200

7.25 × 10.5 green sheet printed on recto only. Two parallel
folds for mailing [as issued], otherwise a fine example. Rare.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Announcement for an exhibition of Herbert Bayer’s
paintings at the Willard Gallery from March 9 to 27th, 1942. Includes
a testimonial by James Johnson Sweeney, curator for the Museum of
Modern Art when Bayer assembled the Bauhaus 1919–1928 exhibition
in the Fall of 1938.

The Exhibition consisted of 12 works, including metamorphosis, interplanetary exchange, experiences in atmosphere, sketch for “experiences
in atmosphere,” celestial spaces, antipodes, two worlds, fata morgana,
current along meridian, skirmish, clashing forces, and what makes the
weather. Those titles sound like a playlist for an Ambient DJ.
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Herbert Bayer
RECENT WORK FOR ADVERTISING
New York: Art Headquarters, March 1942.

$200

7.25" × 10.5" orange sheet printed on recto only. Two parallel
folds for mailing [as issued], otherwise a fine example. Rare.
ORIGINAL EDITION.

Exhibition announcement for an exhibition of Herbert
Bayer’s recent work for advertising at Art Headquarters from March 9 to
27th, 1942. Includes a testimonial by Charles Coiner, Bayer’s Art Director
at N. W. Ayer and Sons during this early period in the United States.
The Exhibition consisted of work in the fields of advertisements, posters,
magazine covers, booklets, originals, sketches and display.

modernism101.com
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Herbert Bayer
ELECTRONICS —
$750
A NEW SCIENCE FOR A NEW WORLD
Schenectady: General Electric Co. [Electronic Division], 1942.
Oblong quarto. Saddle-stitched booklet in photo illustrated wrappers. 32 pp. Photography, photomontage and illustrations.
Elaborate graphic design throughout. Wrappers lightly foxed.
Thumbnail divot crease to front panel. Faint adhesive [?] shadow
inside front cover. A very good or better copy. Rare.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Early American tour-de-force by Bauhaus master and

recent emigrant Bayer. Awarded the 1943 ADC award for distinctive merit;
Art directed by Leo Lionni for N. W. Ayer and Sons. [ The Art Directors
Club: 22ND ANNUAL OF ADVERTISING ART. NYC: Watson-Guptill,
1943. Page 38].
“Only within the last two generations has science discovered how to
control electrons by the vacuum tube, and put them to work for the good
of mankind.”
Bayer and Lionni truly outdid themselves with this assignment for General Electrics—a true synthesis of artistic vision in the service of commerce. Bayer produced color artwork for every page, employing his
formidable arsenal: painting, photography, photomontage, illustration
and typography. G.E. wanted a brochure to prepare consumers for the
near-future when every American would be able to personally benefit
from the harnessing of electricity and its inevitable outcome, the birth of
the electronics industry.

9

Herbert Bayer, Walter Paepcke, Fernand Léger [essay]
MODERN ART IN ADVERTISING:
AN EXHIBITION OF DESIGNS FOR
CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Bloomfield Hills, MI: Cranbrook Academy of Art, 1945.

$150

Slim quarto. Printed stapled oatmeal wrappers. 36 pp. 18 black
and white reproductions. Essays. Cover design and typography
by Herbert Bayer, a design consultant for the Container Corporation of America at the time of publication. Trivial wear overall.
A nearly fine copy of this early iteration.
ORIGINAL EDITION.

Catalog for the installation of this exhibition at the
Cranbrook Academy of Art from November 10 to December 2, 1945.
Black and white reproductions of advertising artwork commissioned by
Chairman Paepcke for the Container Corporation of America. Includes a
Preface by Albert Christ-Janer, and essays entitled Art in Industry by CCA
Chairman Walter Paepcke and Relationship between Modern Art and
Contemporary Industry by Fernand Léger.

modernism101.com
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Herbert Bayer, Walter Gropius and Ise Gropius [Editors]
BAUHAUS 1919–1928
Boston: Charles T. Branford, 1959.

$125

Quarto. Blue cloth stamped in white. Printed dust jacket.
224 pp. 550 black and white illustrations. Book design and
typography by Herbert Bayer. Blue cloth clean and unfaded.
Jacket lightly rubbed. Unobtrusive former owner name label to
front pastedown. Textblock head lightly spotted. A nearly fine in
a nearly fine, unclipped dust jacket.
of the 1938 MoMA edition. BAUHAUS 1919 –1928
remains one of the most valuable accounts of the magnificent achievements of the school. The book is a point-for-point record of actual programs and projects at the Bauhaus, prepared by Herbert Bayer under
the general editorship of Walter Gropius and with the collaboration of
a dozen other Bauhaus teachers—including Kandinsky, Klee, Feininger,
Schlemmer, Itten, Moholy-Nagy, Albers, and Breuer. Rather than a retrospective history, here is a collection of photographs, articles, and notes
prepared on the field of action.

THIRD PRINTING

“It may be considered as much a work of the Bauhaus as it is a work
about it; even the typography and layout for the volume were designed
by a former Bauhaus master.“
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Herbert Bayer [Designer]
50 YEARS BAUHAUS GERMAN EXHIBITION
Pasadena: Pasadena Art Museum, March 1970.

$100

Square quarto. Gray card boards. Printed dust jacket. Multiple
paper stocks. 365 pp. Fully illustrated in color and black and
white. Checklist of 1,478 items. 32-page supplement included.
Book design and typography by Herbert Bayer assisted by
Karl-Georg Bitterberg and Hans-Peter Hoch. Spine crown worn
and small nick to rear jacket panel. Mild yellowing to textblock
edges. A very good or better copy of this comprehensive exhibition catalog.
[originally prepared for the Institut fur Auslandsbeziehungen Stuttgart, 1968]. Catalog design by Herbert Bayer distinguished by
his absolute abolition of the upper case letter. Includes introductory essays
by Ludwig Grote, Walter Gropius, Heinz Winfried Sabais, Otto Stelzer,
Hans Eckstein, Nikolaus Pevsner, Jurgen Joedicke, Will Grohmann and
Hans M. Wingler.

FIRST EDITION

modernism101.com
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Aenne Biermann [Anna Sibylla Sternefeld]
60 FOTOS. 60 PHOTOS. 60 PHOTOGRAPHIES.
FOTOTEK 2
Berlin: Klinkhart & Biermann, 1930.

$500

Text in German, English and French. Slim quarto. Thick photo
illustrated wrappers. Unpaginated [76 pp]. 60 plates, text and
advertisements. Wrappers worn with chipping to spine heel and
crown. Chip to rear panel. A very good copy.
FIRST EDITION.

Design and typography by Jan Tschichold and edited
by Franz Roh, with Roh’s introduction The literary dispute about photography. The second—and final—volume in the Fototek series, and a highlight of the New Vision photography movement.
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[BLACK MOUNTAIN COLLEGE] Anni [Annelise] Albers
BLACK MOUNTAIN COLLEGE BULLETIN 5
$600
Black Mountain, NC: Black Mountain College, November 1938.
9 × 12 sheet folded into 4 panels with original essay “Work
With Material” illustrated with an Albers tapestry. Edges spotted
and fold lightly worn. A very good copy of a rare document.
ORIGINAL EDITION. First appearance of Anni Alber’s essay Work with
Material where she discusses the role of crafts and art in modern society
and, in particular, the value of working directly with materials.

Annelise Albers (née Fleischmann) (1899–1994) is perhaps the best

known textile artist of the 20th century. She attended the Bauhaus in
Weimar, where she met her husband. Albers taught at Black Mountain
College from 1933 to 1949.
Black Mountain College (1933 –1957) was a new kind of college

where the study of art was central to a liberal arts education, and in
which John Dewey’s principles of education played a major role. Founded in 1933 by John Andrew Rice, Theodore Dreier, and other former
faculty members of Rollins College, Black Mountain was experimental
by nature and committed to an interdisciplinary approach, attracting a
faculty that included many of America’s leading visual artists, composers,
poets, and designers. The school closed in 1957 after 24 years.
Not a haphazardly conceived venture, Black Mountain College was a
consciously directed liberal arts school that grew out of the progressive
education movement. In its day it was a unique educational experiment
for the artists and writers who conducted it, and as such an important
incubator for the American avant garde. Black Mountain proved to be
an important precursor to and prototype for many of the alternative
colleges of today.

modernism101.com
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[BOOK DESIGN] Dick Dooijes
WEGBEREIDERS VAN
DE MODERNE BOEKTYPOGRAFIE IN NEDERLAND
Amsterdam: Uitgeverij De Buitenkant, 1988.

$100

Text in Dutch. Oblong quarto. Decorated paper covered boards.
Yellow endpapers. 122 pp. Fully illustrated. Nick to rear board
edge, otherwise a fine fresh copy.
FIRST EDITION [limited to 1,500 copies]. Exhibition catalog featuring
Dutch book typography by S.H. de Roos, J. van Krimpen, J.F. van Royen,
Charles Nypels, A.A.M. Stols, Theo van Doesburg, H.Th. Wijdeveld, H.
N. Werkman, Piet Zwart, Fre Cohen, and Willem Sandberg.
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[ROBERT BROWNJOHN]
Percy Seitlin [text] Brownjohn, Chermayeff and Geismar [Designers]
THAT NEW YORK
$150
New York: The Composing Room, 1960.
Slim Octavo. Saddle-stitched booklet bound in gray letterpressed wrappers. 16 pp. Elaborate graphic design. The second
volume of the “About U.S.—Experimental Typography By American Designers” four-volume set published by the Composing
Room. Textblock with a faint dampstain to spine heel, but a
very good copy.
FIRST EDITION.

One of the experimental works from the short-lived partnership of Robert Brownjohn, Ivan Chermayeff and Tom Geismar—
before Brownjohn’s heroin addiction caused the firm too disband and
forced Brownjohn to seek a country with more liberal drug laws.

Robert Brownjohn (1925–1970) enrolled at the Institute of Design in

1944. He became a protégé of Moholy-Nagy and much of the structural quality in Brownjohn’s graphic design can be traced to his influence.
Upon graduation, Brownjohn initially worked as an architectural planner
in Chicago before returning to the Institute of Design to teach.
Architectural Forum noted that he “may have been the most talented
student ever to have graduated from Chicago’s Institute of Design.” He
personified Moholy-Nagy's idea that art and life can be integrated:
“The true artist is the grindstone of the sense; he sharpens his eye, mind
and feeling; he interprets ideas and concepts through his own media.”
In his short but intense life, Brownjohn helped to redefine graphic design,
to move it from a formal to a conceptual art. His projects exemplify every
aspect of his relationship to design, including emphasis on content over
form and preferences with ordinary and personal images. His spirit of
invention and designs for living in the machine age were balanced with
references to the aesthetic models that Moholy-Nagy admired.

modernism101.com
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[MARCEL BREUER] Peter Blake, Alexey Brodovitch [Designer]
MARCEL BREUER: SUN AND SHADOW
[THE PHILOSOPHY OF AN ARCHITECT]
London, New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co., 1956.

$250

Quarto. Tan cloth embossed and stamped in white. Printed
dust jacket. 206 pp. 314 black and white photographs and
plans. 8 pages in color. Stunning original book design by Alexey
Brodovitch. Cloth lightly sunned. Jacket with a trace of clipping
to top and bottom edges. A nearly fine copy in a very good or
better dust jacket.
FIRST EDITION [published simultaneously as the Dodd, Mead and Co.
edition]. Breuer’s designs and philosophies, all joined together by a
wonderfully original book design by Alexey Brodovitch.
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[MARCEL BREUER] Giulio Carlo Argan, Max Huber [Designer]
MARCEL BREUER:
$500
DESIGNO INDUSTRIALE E ARCHITETTURA
Milan: La Rinascente, January 1957.
Text in Italian and English. Square quarto. Thick embossed and
screen printed card boards. Cloth backstrip [spine title: Premio
la Rinascente Compasso d’Oro Marcel Breuer] decorated in
black. Publishers matching black slipcase. 123 pp. Well illustrated in black and white and 2 color plates. Book design by
Max Huber. Cloth backstrip darkened and boards lightly handled. Faint decorative inkstamp to front free endpaper with a
small line of dried white out. A nearly fine copy housed in a
nearly fine example of Publishers slipcase. Rare.
FIRST EDITION [Monografia ideata e realizzata dalla Rinascente per illus-

trare la figura di Marcel Breuer in occasione del conferimento del Gran
Premio Internazionale La Rinascente’s Compasso d’Oro 1955]. Celebratory monograph published by the Italian department store La Rinascente
to commemorate Marcel Breuer, the recipient of the first Gran Premio
Internazionale La Rinascente’s Compasso d’Oro in 1955. Texts in Italian
and English, with translation by Michael Langley. Period appropriate
design and typography by La Rinascente in-house designer Max Huber.
This book offers a comprehensive study of Marcel Breuer’s enormously
influential designs for furniture, interiors and architecture: Wooden Furniture; Tubular-Steel Furniture; Aluminum Furniture; Interiors; Architecture in Germany, Switzerland, England and the United States; Isokon
Furniture; the Museum of Modern Art Competition, and much more. An
early, extraordinarily comprehensive volume.

modernism101.com
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[CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA]
Herbert Bayer [Design Director]
GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1950–51
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1951.

$200

Printed cardboard portfolio folder containing 13 loose, color
plates. Folder is in very good condition with light wear overall.
All plates are in nearly fine condition.
ORIGINAL EDITION.

Portfolio with 13 (11.25" × 14") color plates by
Arthur Williams: Alexander Hamilton; Tana Hoban: Jean Jacques Rousseau; Elain Urbain: Michel de Montaigne; Edgar Miller: Aristotle; Ben
Shahn: John Locke; Leonard Lionni: Joseph Addison; Hans Erni: Marcus
Aurelius Antoninus; Paul Rand: Herodotus; Robert Schneeberg: George
Washington; Leon Karp: Hobbes on War and Peace; Herbert Bayer:
Thomas Jefferson; Herbert Matter: Abraham Lincoln; and Franklin Watkins: Henry George.

The Container Corporation of America [CCA], a domestic manu-

facturer of paperboard and packaging materials, was an early and
influential patron of Modern Design in the United States. Design work
commissioned by the CCA reflected their progressive business approach
as well as the growing consumer culture fueled by new attention being
paid to the aesthetic shaping of products and advertising. In following
its mission—and especially through its advertisements—CCA founded
a style of institutional communication that influenced the field and prefigured contemporary socially oriented campaigns.
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Herbert Bayer [Guest Editor and Art Director]
GEBRAUCHSGRAPHIK
$250
Berlin: Gebrauchsgraphik, Volume 23, Number 9: September 1952.
Parallel text in German and English. Editorial content and advertisements. 60 pp. White wrappers lightly spotted. Textblock pages
edges lightly yellowed with a bit of foxing early and late. Pretty
clean interior. Cover design by Herbert Bayer. A nearly fine copy.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Special issue titled Container Corporation of America: Design as an Expression of Industry edited and art-directed by
Herbert Bayer. All aspects of the CCAs design programs are covered
in depth, from architecture and interior design, to advertising, branding, packaging, exhibitions, periodicals, color theory, and a lengthy
section on the CCA Design Laboratory.

Includes work by Herbert Bayer, Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer, A. M.
Cassandre, Miguel Covarrubias, Hans Erni, Fran Foley, Egbert Jacobsen, Gyorgy Kepes, Albert Kner, George Korff, Fernand Léger, Richard
Lindner, Henry Moore, Stamo Papadaki, Ben Shahn, Angelo Testa,
Felix Topolski, William Traher and others.

modernism101.com
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[CCA] Albert Kner, Herbert Pinzke [Designer]
DESIGN AND PAPER NO. 39
New York: Marquardt & Company Fine Papers, c. 1952.

$50

Slim 12mo. Printed stapled wrappers. 16 pp. Elaborate graphic
design throughout. Wrappers lightly shelfworn. A very good copy.
ORIGINAL EDITION.

Devoted to the work of Albert Kner, a packaging
designer hired by Egbert Jacobson at the Container Corporation of
America and R. Hunter Middleton, the Director of Typeface Design at
Ludlow Typograph Company. CCA Design Laboratory photography by
Torkel Korling.
It is not accidental that Albert was able to build up a most unusual Design
Laboratory for Container Corporation of America. He was fully equipped
for such a responsibility. As the design-minded son of a well-known
Hungarian printer and publisher, he was working in the Graphic Arts
at an early age. From practical-minded craftsmen he learned the significance of type and typography, the use of paper and printing ink, the
mechanics of reproduction and the techniques of bookbinding.
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[CCA] Herbert Bayer [Design Director]
GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1951–52
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1952.

$200

Printed cardboard portfolio folder containing 13 loose, color
plates. Folder is in very good condition with light wear overall.
All plates in nearly fine condition.
ORIGINAL EDITION.

Portfolio with 13 (11.25" × 14") color plates by
Richard Lindner: Immanuel Kant; Dimitri Petrov: Blaise Pascal; Hans
Moller: Thomas Jefferson; Honore Sharrer: Horace Mann; Leon Kelly:
Goethe on Truth and Error; Edith Louise Jaffy: Montesquieu; Egbert Jacobson: John Dewey; György Kepes: Socrates; Herbert Bayer: Emerson; Felix Topolski: Alexis De Tocqueville; Robert Brady: Goethe on
Man’s Happiness; László Meitner: Spinoza; and Max Bill: Immanual
Kant on Citizenship.
CCA Chairman Walter Paepcke (1896 –1960) deepened his impact
on Modernism in America when he became the friend and financial
supporter of Bauhaus émigré László Moholy-Nagy, who came to Chicago
in 1937 to launch the New Bauhaus. Paepcke also became the patron
of Bauhaus alumnus Herbert Bayer, who profoundly aided him in his goal
of bettering humanity through his commercial products and advertising.

modernism101.com
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[CCA] Herbert Bayer [Design Director]
GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1952–53
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1953.

$200

Printed cardboard portfolio folder containing 13 loose, color
plates. Folder is in very good condition with light wear overall.
All plates in nearly fine condition.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Portfolio with 13 (11.25" × 14") color plates by
Herbert Bayer: Thomas Paine; Joseph Low: Socrates on the Good of
Man; S. Neil Fujita: Thomas Paine; W. H. Allner: The Declaration of
the Rights of Man; Lewis Daniel: Daniel Webster; Lemuel B. Line: Montesquieu duty of a citizen; Philip Guston: St. Thomas Aquinas; Raymond
A. Ballinger: John Stuart Mill; John Atherton: Thomas Jefferson; Fred
Conway: Abraham Lincoln; Max Bill: The Institutes of Justinian; Arthur
Williams: Dr. Johnson; and Jean Varda: Epictetus.

Walter Paepcke began redeveloping the resort town of Aspen in 1945,
the same year he hired Bayer as the Design Director for CCA. Bayer
moved to Aspen in 1946 where he co-designed the Aspen Institute, oversaw the restoration of the Wheeler Opera House, and designed promotional posters that identified skiing with wit, excitement, and glamour. In
1956, he was promoted to Chairman of the Department of Design, where
he was responsible for the corporation’s entire aesthetic environment—
his first foray into the creation of a total corporate environment.
As a result of his relationship with Paepcke, Bayer pioneered the concept of collaboration between the artist and a corporation. Their shared
vision of a symbiotic relationship between corporate culture and an aesthetic philosophy was Bayer’s realization of the true Bauhaus credo.
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[CCA] Herbert Bayer [Design Director]
GREAT IDEAS OF WESTERN MAN
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 1953–54
Chicago: Container Corporation of America, 1954.

$200

Printed cardboard portfolio folder containing 13 loose, color
plates. Folder is in very good condition with light wear overall.
All plates in nearly fine condition.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Portfolio with 13 (11.25" × 14") color plates by Alvin

Lustig: John Ruskin; Edward E. Gallob: Woodrow Wilson; E. McKnight
Kauffer: Fyodor Dostoevsky; Bradbury Thompson: Mr. Justice Lindley;
Walter Reinsel: Martin Luther; Jan Tschichold: John Stuart Mill; Hazard
Durfee: Henry David Thoreau; Erik Nitsche: John Calvin; Thomas Vroman: James Madison; Hans Moller: Charles Darwin; Sol Mednick: Benjamin Franklin; Esther Louise Peck: Sigmund Freud; and W. H. Allner:
Edmund Burke.
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[WALTER DEXEL] Friedrich Friedl
WALTER DEXEL: NEUE REKLAME
Düsseldorf: Edition Marzona, 1987.

$200

Text in German. Quarto. Thick paper wrappers with attached
dust jacket [as issued]. 112 pp. Fully illustrated in black and
white and color. Yellow spine sun-faded and wrappers lightly
worn, but a nearly fine copy. Uncommon.
FIRST EDITION. Egidio Marzona has assembled the world’s foremost
collection of works on paper documenting the revolutionary efforts of the
Bauhaus. Marzona is also a well-known publisher of books on Russian
Constructivism, Futurism, De Stijl, Dadaism, and a host of other movements
and figures of the 20th-century Avant-garde. To date this Marzona edition
is the only monograph devoted to Dexel’s work.

A painter, typographer, graphic designer and teacher, Walter Dexel
(1890 –1973) was appointed as the director of the Art Union in Jena,
a central German university town. Closely associated with the Bauhaus,
he became one of the most prominent practitioners of Constructivism. In
his work one readily sees the confluence of art and commerce, wherein
the most mundane of advertisements can be presented in an elevated
manner. Dexel’s strict Constructivist style “used exclusively typography
and abstract geometric markers” [Avant Garde p. 64]. He eschewed
pictorial imagery for “the use of ornament based entirely on the precise
geometric forms of the rectangle and the circle, and the almost exclusive
use of a geometrically based san-serif type” [WORD & IMAGE p. 56].
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Dexel was also a card-carrying member of the Ring Neue Werbegestalter
[The Circle of New Advertising Designers], a group who coalesced after
the first statements on the new typography by Jan Tschichold and László
Moholy-Nagy, and their purpose was the promotion of a common vision
of the avant-garde. Ring Neue Werbegestalter intentionally echoed the
name of The Ring, a group of Berlin-based architects which had been
formed a few years earlier.
The idea came from Kurt Schwitters and was trumpeted in a 1928 issue
of Das Kunstblatt: “A group of nine artists active as advertising designers
has formed under the presidency of Kurt Schwitters. Baumeister, Burchatz,
Dexel, Domela, Michel, Schwitters,Trump, Tschichold and VordembergeGildewart belong to the association.” Before forming The Ring, Schwitters
had broadened his approach to visual art to include graphic design,
even going through the avant-garde right of passage of designing a sansserif typeface.
The affiliation of The Ring appears to have been somewhat loose, its activities consisting mainly of exhibitions, either promoting the group on its
own or contributing to larger events, such as the Werkbund’s Film und
Foto in 1929.
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Sigfried Giedion
SPACE, TIME AND ARCHITECTURE
[THE GROWTH OF A NEW TRADITION]
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1941.

$300

Quarto. Navy cloth titled in red. Printed dust jacket. 601 pp.
321 black and white illustrations. Dust jacket, book design and
typography by Herbert Bayer. Arthur A. and Elaine Lustig Cohen
Bookplate to front pastedown. Red ink to jacket spine faded to
brown and light wear to edges. Rare in the first edition and
doubly so with an intact example of the Bayer photomontage dust
jacket. A nearly fine copy in a very good dust jacket.
FIRST EDITION.

Based on Giedion’s Harvard Charles Eliot Norton Lectures
for 1938–1939. A beautifully realized cornerstone modernist title. The
subtitle refers to Giedion’s conviction that the modern movement was
the logical outcome of what he saw as a linear historical development.
To make his case he gives his version of the history of architecture, and
a big portion deals with the industrial era and how new technologies
changed architecture and society as a whole. In addition to expounding on architecture’s history, he addresses key architects and their notable achievements.

Sigfried Giedion (1888 –1968 ) was a Bohemian-born Swiss historian
and architecture critic. He was the first secretary-general of the Congrès
International d’Architecture Moderne [CIAM] and his ideas and books
had a conceptual influence on the Independent Group members at the
Institute of Contemporary Arts in the 1950s. Giedion also taught at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University.
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[WALTER GROPIUS] Sigfried Giedion
WALTER GROPIUS
Paris: Les Editions G. Cres, 1931.

$150

Text in French. Slim quarto. Photo illustrated thick wrappers.
48 pp. 32 héliogravure plates. Spine lightly chipped and
wrappers lightly spotted, but a very good copy.
FIRST EDITION. Volume from the Les Artistes Nouveaux series published
by G. Cres Editions in the early 1930s. Gropius was one of only four
architects included in this modernist series, along with Adolf Loos and
the pair of Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret. Includes 32 beautiful
héliogravure plates of the early Gropius work prior to his tenure at the
Bauhaus, and a few projects completed before 1930.
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Walter Gropius
THE NEW ARCHITECTURE AND THE BAUHAUS
$300
New York/London: Museum of Modern Art / Faber & Faber, Ltd.
[n. d. 1936].
Octavo. Oatmeal cloth stamped in red. Photo illustrated dust
jacket. 80 pp. 16 black and white plates. Cloth lightly spotted.
Price-clipped jacket with mild edgewear—especially to spine
junctions—but completely intact. The Moholy-Nagy designed
dust jacket carries the MoMA imprint with Joseph Hudnutt’s
name on the front flap and an incorrect pagination statement
[90 pp]. Easily the finest copy of this edition we have handled.
A nearly fine copy in a very good or better dust jacket.
FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. According to a MoMA advertisement in
Shelter: A Correlating Medium For Housing Progress, March 1938, a
limited edition of 200 copies of THE NEW ARCHITECTURE AND THE
BAUHAUS with an introduction by Joseph Hudnutt has been printed in
London. If this information is correct, the MoMA-published edition of
this book is quite a rarity.

The dust jacket features an example of Moholy-Nagy’s Rhodoid technique:
photographing a composition through glass or other transparent material
to catch the shadow cast on the background.
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Walter Gropius, L. Moholy-Nagy [introduction]
REBUILDING OUR COMMUNITIES
Chicago: Paul Theobald, 1945.

$150

Slim quarto. Thick printed wrappers. 62 pp. 42 black and white
illustrations. Book design by Morton Goldsholl. Wrappers worn
along spine. Endpapers spotted, but a very good copy.
[An Institute of Design Book “First of a series of monographs . . . under the editorship of L. Moholy-Nagy, expounding the basic
philosophy and creative approach of the Institute of Design, Chicago”].
Issued in conjunction with a lecture held in Chicago, February 23, 1945,
under the joint auspices of the Institute of Design, the Chicago Association
of Commerce and the Chicago Plan Commission. Introduction by László
Moholy-Nagy; biographical and bibliographical note. Includes examples
of work in planning by the author in collaboration with Marcel Breuer.

FIRST EDITION

Book design by Morton Goldsholl that perfectly reflects the influence of
the Bauhaus aesthetic in the postwar Chicago publishing industry.
Graphic Designer Morton Goldsholl (1911–1995) was a lifelong resident of Chicago and an early student of the Institute of Design. Morton’s
wife Millie graduated from the Institute of Design with a degree in Architecture. The couple formed Morton Goldsholl Associates in 1955, the first
racially-integrated Design Offices in the United States.
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[WALTER GROPIUS] Sigfried Giedion
WALTER GROPIUS WORK AND TEAMWORK
New York: Reinhold, 1954.

$100

Quarto. Black embossed cloth decorated in blue and white.
Photo illustrated dust jacket. 250 pp. 317 black and white illustrations. Frontispiece by Hans Namuth. Dust jacket and binding
design by Herbert Bayer. Gift inscription to front endpaper.
Jacket lightly worn to edges. A nearly fine copy in a nearly fine
dust jacket.
FIRST EDITION. Giedion pays tribute to the creative genius of Gropius
on his being awarded the first São Paulo Prize for Architecture for his
work as innovator and educator during the past half-century. Chapters
on his background, heritage and personality, appreciations by Mies van
der Rohe and Le Corbusier, and eleven chapters on his life and work.
[Freitag 4885; Sharp p.54 (citing British edition); Karpel B1229.]

The Bauhaus was not an institution with a clear program—it was an
idea, and Gropius formulated this idea with great precision . . . The
fact that it was an idea, I think, is the cause of this enormous influence
the Bauhaus had on every progressive school around the globe. You
cannot do that with organization, you cannot do that with propaganda.
Only an idea spreads so far . . . .
— Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
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Walter Gropius
THE NEW ARCHITECTURE AND THE BAUHAUS
Boston: Charles T. Branford, n. d. [1955].

$150

Octavo. Black cloth stamped in white. Photo illustrated dust
jacket. 80 pp. 16 black and white plates. Jacket with light wear
to edges and spine joints, with a small chip to front panel. Former
owners signature on front free endpaper. Architectures’ circular
license emboss to half-title page. A near fine copy in a very good
[non price-clipped] or better dust jacket.
THIRD IMPRESSION [assembled from Faber sheets]. Introduction by Frank
Pick. Jacket features a single-color variant of the Moholy-Nagy design
from London in 1936.
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[GYÖRGY KEPES] Robert L. Leslie and Percy Seitlin [Editors]
PM [AN INTIMATE JOURNAL FOR ART DIRECTORS,
$250
PRODUCTION MANAGERS, AND THEIR ASSOCIATES]
New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co.
[ Volume 6, No. 3: February – March 1940].
Slim 12mo. Perfect bound and sewn printed wrappers. 108 pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Cover collage design by
Howard W. Willard. Wrappers lightly worn with a bit of spine
wear. A very good to nearly fine copy.
ORIGINAL EDITION.

Features a 16-page insert on György Kepes, including a one-page original introduction by László Moholy-Nagy. The first
American article to showcase Kepes’s efforts includes photograms, advertising and magazine covers. Kepes also contributed an illustrated
essay The Task of Visual Advertising. Cover design and 15-page insert
by Howard Willard, including a one-page tribute to Willard’s collage
work written by Herbert Bayer.
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György Kepes
ADVANCE GUARD OF ADVERTISING ARTISTS
New York: The A-D Gallery, 1942.

$250

Single-fold exhibition announcement with shortened and deckled fore edge. Parallel center fold [as issued for mailing]. An
exceptionally rare and significant title. A fine fresh example.
ORIGINAL EDITION.

Variant design by György Kepes from his original
catalog design for the Katherine Kuh Gallery in Chicago.
This exhibition originated in Chicago and traveled to New York and
presented the first signs of the assimilation of the European Avant-garde
into mainstream American Advertising. For the first time Bauhauslers
Bayer and Moholy-Nagy as well as Kepes and Sutnar were placed on the
same level as homegrown heroes Lester Beall, Paul Rand, E. McKnight
Kauffer and Frank Barr.
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[PAUL KLEE] Alfred H. Barr, Jr.
PAUL KLEE
New York: Museum of Modern Art, March 1930.

$250

Slim quarto. Printed stapled wrappers. 32 pp. 10 black and white
plates. 63 works listed. Wrappers lightly dust spotted and worn.
Text and illustrations fresh and clean. A very good or better copy.
[1,000 copies]. Published on the occasion of the exhibition held at the Museum of Modern Art from March 13 to April 2, 1930,
the first solo Klee exhibition in the United States.

FIRST EDITION
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[PAUL KLEE] Karl Nerendorf [Editor]
PAUL KLEE—
PAINTINGS, WATERCOLORS 1913 TO 1939
New York: Oxford University Press, 1941.

$350

Folio. Decorated plastic spiral-bound paper covered boards
with yapped edges. Frontis portrait photograph by Josef Albers.
35 pp. of text. 2 color seriagraph prints. 65 black and white
plates. Spine and yapped edges lightly age darkened and mildly
edge worn. Spine heel with horizontal split. Textblock and plates
bright and clean. Rare in this condition: a very good or better copy.
FIRST EDITION. Elaborate celebration of Klee’s watercolors with two
full-color serigraph plates printed by the Creative Printmakers Group,
NYC and 65 plates printed by the Frederick Photogelatine Press, NY.
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[PAUL KLEE] James Thrall Soby
THE PRINTS OF PAUL KLEE
New York: Curt Valentin, 1945.

$1,500

Black cloth portfolio with paper labels to front and spine housing 40 loose prints, Booklet xv [vii] pp + 5 black and white illustrations. Booklet with uncoated wrappers with small black design to front panel [no title on stitched binding]. Wrappers
slightly marked and dusted. Plate no. 1 Jungfrau im Baum uniformly darkened to the fore edge margin. Close inspection reveals a couple of tiny dust spots randomly to margins of a couple of plates. Portfolio flaps lightly foxed, but a very good copy
with complete set of nearly fine plates.
[1,000 copies] published in the summer of 1945 by art
dealer Curt Valentin. Portfolio housing [40] 9" × 12" [22.86 × 30.48 cm]
plates printed by the Meriden Gravure Company with eight color plates
reproduced in stencil by Esther Gentle, and a 24-page booklet that contains 5 additional full-page black and white reproductions, a list of plates,
and a Catalog of Prints, etchings and lithographs, prepared by the artist’s widow and printed here as a basis for further research.
FIRST EDITION

The portfolio features plates of facsimile impressions of 40 lithographs
and etchings from 1903–1931 and is accompanied by a brochure with
an introduction by James Thrall Soby, former head of the Department of
Painting and Sculpture at the Museum of Modern Art.
This first edition of Paul Klee Klee’s etchings and lithographs shows his
changing style, from academic traditionalist to abstractionist. “I want to create something very humble,” he wrote in 1902. “I will think of a very tiny
formative motif; my pencil will be able to hold it without any technique.”
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Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich
BAMBERG METTALLWERKSTÄTEN
PRIESLISTE FÜR STAHLMÖBEL VON
MIES VAN DER ROHE UND LILLY REICH
Berlin, Bamberg Mettallwerkstäten, 1931.

$500

Text in German. Printed vellum sheet. Light edgewear and single-folded as issued. A very good example.
ORIGINAL EDITION. 11.75" × 16.5"

illustrated pricelist for Mies van der
Rohe’s and Lilly Reich’s steel furniture first manufactured by Bamberg
Mettallwerkstäten in 1931. Illustrated in BAUHAUS-MÖBEL EINE LEGENDE WIRD BESICHTIGT [Berlin: Bauhaus Archiv, 2002, page 307].

Mies van der Rohe (1886–1969) began his career in architecture in

Berlin, working first in the studio of Bruno Paul and then, like Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius, for Peter Behrens. In 1927, the Weissenhof Siedlung housing project in Stuttgart would bring these names together again.
In 1928, Mies and his companion and colleague, the designer and
Bauhaus alumna Lilly Reich, designed the German Pavilion for the
1929 International Exposition in Barcelona. The purpose of the Pavilion
was to provide a location that could be visited by the king and queen
of Spain during the opening of the Exposition. With that in mind, Mies
designed a modern throne—known today as the Barcelona Chair—for
their majesties. In the following year, Mies designed another notable chair,
the Brno, with a gravity-defying cantilevered base.
In 1930, Mies succeeded Walter Gropius as the director of the Bauhaus,
where he stayed until the school closed in 1933. In 1937, Mies emigrated
from Europe to the United States, and a year later became the director
of architecture at the Illinois Institute of Technology.
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[LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE] Werner Blaser
MIES VAN DER ROHE: FURNITURE AND INTERIORS
Woodbury, NY: Barron’s, 1982.

$100

Square quarto. Black paper covered boards decorated in white.
Photo illustrated dust jacket. 141 pp. 220 black and white illustrations. Jacket with short closed tear to front panel. Light sunning to edges. A nearly fine copy in a nearly fine dust jacket.
FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. Mies van der Rohe is considered the father of
the modern city, with towers of glass and steel his ever growing progeny
and legacy. Equally significant, if smaller in scale, is Mies’ daring design
of furniture, pieces that exhibit an unerring sense of proportion, as well
as minimalist forms and exquisitely refined details. In fact, his chairs have
been called architecture in miniature—exercises in structure and materials that achieve an extraordinary visual harmony as autonomous pieces
and in relation to the interiors for which they were designed.
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László Moholy-Nagy
TELEHOR
[THE INTERNATIONAL REVIEW NEW VISION]
Brno, Czechoslovakia: Frantisek Kalivoda, 1936.

$1,000

Text in English, French, German and Czech. Quarto. Wire spiral
binding. Thick printed wrappers. 138 pp. 60 black and white
illustrations. 9 color plates. Period design and typography by
Frantisek Kalivoda. Spine heel and crown lightly chipped and
worn. Covers mildly soiled with vintage tape shadow to lower
inner corners, front and back. Small Gallery label to inside rear
panel. A very good copy.
FIRST EDITION: Year 1 no. 1–2: all published. Includes Moholy’s own
writings on modern design—and the merging of theory and design.

It was my aim in editing the present issue of this journal to indicate the
progress of visual art and the perspectives of its future development. For
it is the basic programme of this periodical to discuss the problems of
modern art and to indicate the precise connections existing between its
various categories and, in particular, between the spheres of painting,
photography and film.
To demonstrate the underlying unity of all these arts, I could do no better
than select the rich and many-sided work of one artist, L. Moholy-Nagy,
whose versatility can scarcely be rivaled among his fellow artists of to-day.
— Frantisek Kalivoda, Postscript
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[L. MOHOLY-NAGY]
PRINTING ART QUARTERLY
Chicago: Dartnell, 1938 [Volume 67, Number 3 ].

$150

Small folio. Decorated glazed paper covered boards. White
plastic coil-binding. 126 pp. Illustrated articles and trade advertisements. Elaborate design on a variety of paper stocks. Laminated cardboard boards clean and bright with faint wear to tips.
Coil-binding clean, intact and unbroken. Former owner signature
to endpaper and first page of advertising, but a fine copy of
this easily-abused title.
FIRST EDITION. Stellar production showcasing Chicago’s publishing power

in the 1930s. Features Paths to the Unleashed Color Camera by László
Moholy-Nagy, a five-page article includes three images by Moholy-Nagy,
including a full-page color reproduction [originally published in THE
PENROSE ANNUAL 39. London: Lund Humphries, 1937]; and A Portfolio of Drawings by A. M. Cassandre: five full-page black and white
illustrations commissioned by Charles Coiner for the Container Corporation of America. The Cassandre artwork is presented sans CCA headlines and body copy.
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László Moholy-Nagy [Director]
SCHOOL OF DESIGN IN CHICAGO
Chicago: School of Design, [1940].

$1,500

Slim quarto. Photo illustrated stapled self wrappers. 28 pp. Course
catalog fully illustrated and featuring elaborate graphic design
throughout by Moholy-Nagy and George [György] Kepes.
Wrappers well worn and nearly detached at spine. Textblock
well thumbed and rear panel rubbed. Fingernail sized scrape
to front panel featuring Vergrösserungsläser und Zirkel [1940]
by György Kepes. A good copy of a rare document.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Beautifully realized 28-page course catalog of educational opportunities under the Directorship of László Moholy-Nagy at
the School of Design, 247 East Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois. Includes
excerpted essays by Walter Gropius, L. Moholy-Nagy, George Fred Keck,
George [György] Kepes, Robert Jay Wolf, and Charles W. Morris. Features uncredited faculty and student work from the short-lived New Bauhaus.

The first half of the catalog features an Introduction, description of the
Preliminary Course, then breakdowns for Years Two through Six, Evening
Classes, Objectives Essays, Faculty, Literature, and Information. The
second half is a visual tour-de-force featuring photograms, drawings, photocollage and industrial design product shots carefully assembled and
dynamically presented in large format two-page spreads.
In 1937 former Bauhaus Master László Moholy-Nagy accepted the invitation of a group of Midwest business leaders to set up an Industrial Design
school in Chicago. The New Bauhaus opened in the Fall of 1937 financed
by the Association of Arts and Industries as a recreation of the Bauhaus
curriculum with its workshops and holistic vision in the United States.
The work of the Bauhaus would be too limited if this preliminary course
served only Bauhaus students; they, through constant contact with instructors and practical workshop experience, are least in need of its record in
book form. More important—one might say that the essential for the
success of the Bauhaus idea is the education of our contemporaries outside
of the Bauhaus. It is the public which must understand and aid in furthering
the work of designers coming from the Bauhaus if their creativeness is
to yield the best results for the community.
Moholy-Nagy drew on several émigrés affiliated with the former Bauhaus
to fill the ranks of the faculty, including György Kepes and Marli Ehrman.
The school struggled with financial issues and insufficient enrollment and
survived only with the aid from grants of the Rockefeller and Carnegie
foundations as well as from donations from numerous Chicago businesses.
The New Bauhaus was renamed the Institute of Design in 1944 and the
school finally merged with the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) in 1949.
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[László Moholy-Nagy] Institute of Design
PAINTINGS, SCULPTURES, PHOTOGRAMS
AND PHOTOGRAPHS BY L. MOHOLY-NAGY,
INSTITUTE OF DESIGN, CHICAGO
[Chicago: Institute of Design, 1946].

$250

Slim quarto. Thick printed stapled wrappers with overlapping
rear flap. 16 pp. 14 halftone reproductions. 2 line art illustrations.
Period correct design and typography. Fragile rear flap splitting.
Wrappers lightly worn, soiled and edgeworn. Interior lightly
handled and thumbed. A very good copy of a rare catalog.
ORIGINAL EDITION. With texts from TELEHOR by Giedion and Kalivoda
and VISION IN MOTION [in preparation] by Moholy-Nagy.
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László Moholy-Nagy
VISION IN MOTION
Chicago: Theobald, 1947/1969.

$250

Quarto. Oatmeal cloth stamped in red. Photo illustrated dust jacket. 376 pp. 440 illustrations. Book design and typography by
the author. A fine copy in a fine dust jacket. Rare thus.
EIGHTH PRINTING.

Walter Gropius said “I think this will be the leading
book in art education.” What more can we add?
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Eckhard Neumann
FUNCTIONAL GRAPHIC DESIGN IN THE 20’S
New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1967.

$100

Square quarto. Gray cloth stamped in white. Printed dust jacket.
96 pp. 113 illustrations in black and white or two colors. Jacket lightly rubbed and soiled with the red spine lettering fading.
Sticker shadow to front pastedown. A very good or better copy
in a very good or better dust jacket.
FIRST EDITION.

The first scholarly study to tie together the disparate elements of the European Avant-garde and how their relationship to the
emerging field of Graphic Design.
The idea for this book was developed during the planning of an exhibition in 1963 titled Werbegrafik 1920 –1930 in the Goppinger Galerie in
Frankfurt am Main. Its catalog forms the foundation for this account, although much new material has been added to the original to present the
trends of functional design more definitively. The size of the book compelled the writer to restrict the topic to events in Europe, particularly in
Germany. The stirrings of parallel movements in the New World could
not be considered because their sources are too scattered. But perhaps
through this book the American sources of development will become
clear enough to make possible an eventual enlarged study.
— Eckhard Neumann
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[PM] Leslie, Robert L. and Percy Seitlin [Editors]
PM: AN INTIMATE JOURNAL FOR ART DIRECTORS,
$500
PRODUCTION MANAGERS AND THEIR ASSOCIATES
New York: The Composing Room/P.M. Publishing Co.
[Volume 4, No. 5: February – March 1938; Volume 4, No. 7:
June – July 1938; and Volume 6, No. 2: Dec. 1939 – Jan. 1940]
In April 1937, Editors Robert Leslie and Percy Seitlin announced their
intent to devote the July or August PM to The Bauhaus Idea in America:
“This issue will be the most ambitious expression of the editors’ belief
that those engaged in a given art of design should be aware of their
common interest with those in other branches if design, whether it be
poster art, typography, scenic design, furniture design, or architecture.”
The ambitious plan for Josef Albers to guest edit the contributions of
Walter Gropius, Xanti Schawinsky, Grace Young, William Lescaze, and
A. Lawrence Kocher was never realized. The Gropius contribution was
published in the February–March 1938 issue and was followed by issues devoted to the Bauhaus Typographic Tradition ( June–July
1938) and Herbert Bayer ( December 1939–January 1940).
Offered here is the complete Bauhaus Trilogy:
a. PM [Volume 4, No. 5: February–March 1938].

Slim 12mo. Stapled printed wrappers. 50 pp. Illustrated articles
and advertisements. Wrappers faintly worn. A nearly fine copy.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Essentials for Architectural Education by Walter
Gropius, a 16-page letterpress insert designed by Herbert Matter.

b. PM [Volume 4, No. 7: June–July 1938].

Slim 12mo. Perfect bound and sewn letterpressed wrappers.
76 pp. Illustrated articles and advertisements. Original cover
design by Bauhaus student M. Peter Piening. Wrappers lightly
soiled, but a nearly fine copy.
ORIGINAL EDITION. The Bauhaus Tradition and the New Typography
by L. Sandusky, a 34-page, 2-color insert designed by Lester Beall.

c.

PM [Volume 6, No. 6: December 1939–January 1940].

Slim 12mo. Perfect bound and sewn letterpressed wrappers.
108 pp. Illustrated text and advertisements. Original cover design
by Herbert Bayer. Wrappers lightly worn and soiled at extremities. The Fritz Eichenberg insert excluded due to a binding error,
otherwise a nearly fine copy.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Includes 32 pages written and designed by Bayer,
with four pages of wax-paper overlays to illustrate Bayer’s composition
theories. Three articles authored by Bayer in the early thirties are published here for the first time in English.
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Ladislav Sutnar
A NEW YEARS WISH
[New York: Ladislav Sutnar, c. 1958].

$2,000

Accordion folded 9.5" × 24.25" [24 cm × 61.59 cm] card
folded down to 5.75" × 9.5" [as issued] letterpressed in two
colors. DATED and SIGNED in red ink 1959 / Ladislav Sutnar.
First example we have encountered, thus an unrecorded document. Faint offsetting from brown ink, otherwise a fine example.
ORIGINAL EDITION. Card letterpressed in two colors by Ladislav Sutnar.
Freed from the constraints of information and product specification design for this personal project, Sutnar’s Czech Avant Garde background
is fully displayed on a large canvas where the shapes, glyphs and lines
have plenty of time to “go on a walk, freely and without a goal [Klee].”

Sutnar’s Eastern European Utopianism echoes through the Card text:
A new year’s wish / The new year holds a challenge / for better living. /
With good will, / we can make use / of our expanding knowledge /
to create / new, wondrous environments and / leisure for human growth. /
And thus, / you and I can achieve / the world of our dreams. / Sutnar
Ladislav Sutnar (1897–1976) arrived in the United States on April 14th,

1939 as the exhibition designer in charge of the Czechoslovakian pavilion at the New York World’s Fair. Sutnar was Director of the State
School of Graphic Arts in Prague and enjoyed a reputation as one of the
leading Czech proponents of Functionalist graphic and industrial design.
Unfortunately for Sutnar’s American assignment, Czechoslovakia had
ceased to exist when Germany invaded on March 15, 1939, and divided
the country into Protectorates and the puppet Slovak State. The dissolution
of Czechoslovakia and the outbreak of World War II stranded Sutnar
in New York City where he remained and worked for the rest of his life.
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Jan Tschichold
DIE NEUE TYPOGRAPHIE
$800
EIN HANDBUCH FÜR ZEITGEMÄSS SCHAFFENDE
Berlin: Verlag Des Bildungsverbandes der Deutschen Buchdrucker, 1928.
Text in German. Small quarto. Black cloth over flexible boards.
Silver embossed titling to spine. 240 pp. Typographic examples printed in black and red throughout. Layout and typography by the author. Original black cloth-covered flexible boards
are lightly worn with the silver titling to spine heavily rubbed
and basically invisible. Textblock thumbed but firm and secure.
A very good copy.
FIRST EDITION.

Published by the educational wing of the German printing trade union. Contemporary readers will undoubtedly be surprised
by this edition’s pedagogical nature, due to the lengthy shadow this
book has cast over the Modern Design Movement in the 85 years since
its publication.
We consider DIE NEUE TYPOGRAPHIE the most important and influential graphic design book ever written.
In this slim volume, the 26-year old Tschichold presented his manifesto for
a new typographic practice that summarized the contemporary avantgarde convictions about elemental forms and clarity of communication.
Tschichold’s principal claim for the new typography is that it is characteristic of the modern age. Writing at a time when many new mass-produced products appeared on the market, his intention was to bring typography into line with these other manifestations of industrial culture.
Similar to the Russian Constructivists, Tschichold lauds the engineer
whose work is marked by “economy, precision,” and the “use of pure
constructional forms that correspond to the functions of the object.”
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Jan Tschichold
TYPOGRAPHISCHE GESTALTUNG
Basel: Benno Schwabe, 1935.

$650

Text in German. Small quarto. Blue cloth with printed paper
spine label. Uncoated dust jacket. 112 pp. 8 pages of advertisements. 38 typographic examples printed in multiple colors
on a variety of paper stocks. Helen and Gene Federico’s ink
signature on front free endpaper. Jacket spine sun-darkened
and lightly mottled. Layout and typography by the author. A
near fine copy in a very good or better dust jacket.
FIRST EDITION. Tschichold was the most eloquent spokesman of the Ring
Neue Werbegestalter (Circle of New Advertising Designers) established
by Kurt Schwitters in 1928 and helped to disseminate Constructivist
principles with his books.
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[TYPOGRAPHY] Andre Belleguie
LE MOUVEMENT DE L’ESPACE
TYPOGRAPHIQUE ANNEES 1920–1930
Paris: Jacques Damase Editeur, 1984.

$125

Text in French. Squarish quarto. Laminated printed French-folded
wrappers. 120 pp. Black and white work examples. Wrapper lamination peeling to edges and yellowed. A very good or
better copy of an uncommon catalog.
FIRST EDITION. Catalog of early avant-garde typographic experiments

by H. N. Werkman, Piet Zwart, Wladyslaw Strzeminski, Viking Eggeling,
Paul Schuitema, and Henryk Berlewi. French text with English-translated
introduction by Vivienne Menkes.
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[H. N. WERKMAN] Willem Sandberg [Designer]
H. N. WERKMAN DRUKKER-SCHILDER
Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1945.

$150

Text in Dutch. Slim quarto. Letterpressed wrappers. 32 [xvi] pp.
Multiple paper stocks. Black and white plates with 16 pages of
introductions and illustrated essays. Wrappers lightly worn, but
a very good copy.
FIRST EDITION. Catalog of the first posthumous Werkman exhibition at
the Stedelijk Museum from November 10 to December 17, 1945, organized by friend and Stedelijk Director Willem Sandberg.

(1882–1945) was an experimental Dutch
artist, typographer and printer who set up a clandestine printing house
during the Nazi occupation (1940 – 45) and was executed by the Gestapo
in the closing days of the war.

Hendrik Nicolaas Werkman

Just before World War II the museum director Willem Sandberg, who
was originally trained as a typographer, paid Werkman a visit and even
arranged for him a small solo exhibition in Amsterdam in 1939. Immediately after the war he put on a retrospective at the Stedelijk Museum
and laid the foundation for its large collection of Werkman’s work. He
also wrote a tribute to his friend, “a man with a craving for freedom
manifest in his way of life, expressed in his work, who became an artist
at the moment he was economically broken, deserted by everybody,
considered a freak—at that moment he created a world of his own,
warm, vivid and vital.”
A later tribute to his example was paid in an American monograph devoted to his work: “Since Werkman’s death an awareness of his relevance to
contemporary graphic design has steadily emerged, and his work has
lost nothing of its richness, spirit and optimism.”
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[H. N. WERKMAN] H. A. P. Grieshaber et al.
HOMMAGE A WERKMAN
$1,500
Stuttgart and New York, Fritz Eggert and Wittenborn, 1957/1958.
Text in German. Octavo. Tan quarter-cloth stamped in black.
Paper covered boards with screen print to front and tipped-in
halftone plate to rear. Unpaginated. 46 color printed blocks.
31 original graphics by contributors. Wide variety of paper
stocks. Multiple tipped-in samples. Elaborate graphic design
throughout. 7.5“ × 18.5” Werkman portrait insert laid in. Lower
tips rubbed. Endpapers lightly spotted and front hinge tender.
Nice De Stijl personal ex libris plate to front free endpaper. A
very good or better copy. Rare.
[limited to 250 copies]. Lavish edition presenting contemporary prints of Werkman’s designs for De Blauwe Schuitt, as well as text
and visual hommages by F. R. A. Henkels, Willem Sandberg, Kurt Martin,
H. A. P. Grieshaber, H. L. Greve, Riccarda Gregor, Herbert Schwobel,
Emil Kiess, Raoul Ubac, Wilhelm Geyer, Walter Renz, Werner Oberle,
Fritz Ruoff, and students from the Karlsruhe Art Academy.
FIRST EDITION

This loving tribute was assembled by H. A. P. Grieshaber and printed
in Germany in 1957, with contributions from Willem Sandberg, Raoul
Ubac and others. One of the most beautifully-designed books we have
found, and one whose mind-numbingly complex production methods—
letterpress printing, paper varieties, bound-in inserts, etc.—guarantee it
will never be matched or surpassed as a tribute to Werkman.
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[H. N. WERKMAN] H. A. P. Grieshaber et al.
HENDRIK NICOLAAS WERKMAN 1882 –1945
Bochum: Städtische Kunstgalerie, 1961.

$150

Text in German. Quarto. Thick printed wrappers. Fitted acetate
sleeve. Printed endpapers. 119 pp. Black and white and color
reproductions. Elaborate graphic design. Multiple paper stocks
and printing techniques throughout. Critical essays, biography
and complete illustrated catalog of works. Vintage tape shadows to endpapers and a bit of scattered foxing, but a very good
or better copy.
FIRST EDITION.

Catalog for the first major Werkman exhibition, held at
the Städtische Kunstgalerie from October 21, 1961 to December 25,
1961. Includes essays by HAP Grieshaber, F. R. H. Henkels, Peter Leo,
Jan Martinet, Pauline Martinet, complete illustrated catalog of works,
and bibliography. An exceptional labor of love from H. A. P. Grieshaber
and the Kunstgalerie Bochum.
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[H. N. WERKMAN] Fridolin Müller [Editor]
H. N. WERKMAN
Teufen: Verlag Arthur Niggli, 1967.

$250

Trilingual edition in English, German and French. Square quarto.
Decorated glazed paper boards. 104 pp. 79 black-and-white
plates. 14 color plates. White glazed boards ever so slightly
rubbed, with spine crown mildly split and spine heel rounded.
A nearly fine copy.
FIRST EDITION:

Volume Two in a projected four volume set Documents
in the Visual Arts. Beautifully designed and printed by Verlag Arthur
Niggli in Switzerland with the plate engraving and printing setting a
new standard for the reproduction of the presented artwork. Spot colors
are used throughout for maximum color fidelity.
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[H. N. WERKMAN] Juan Manuel Bonet
H. N. WERKMAN: OBRA IMPRESA 1923–1944
Valencia: IVAM Centre Julio Gonzales, 1998.

$500

Text in Spanish and English. Square quarto. Quarter cloth and
chipboard: black cloth stamped in white and decorated boards.
167 pp. Color plates and text illustrations. Upper corner gently
bumped, thus a near fine copy.
FIRST EDITION. Werkman was a member of the artists’ group De Ploeg
(“The Plough”), for whom he printed posters, invitations and catalogues.
From 1923 to 1926, he produced his own English-named avant-garde
magazine The Next Call, which, like other works of the period, included
collage-like experimentation with typefaces, printing blocks and other
printers’ materials. He would distribute the magazine by exchanging it
for works by other avant-garde artists and designers abroad and so
kept in touch with progressive trends in European art. Among the most
fruitful contacts were with Theo van Doesburg, Kurt Schwitters, El Lissitzky
and Michel Seuphor, the last of whom exhibited a print of his in Paris.

Such contact was vital while Werkman was building up his business
and could not leave Groningen. In 1929 he was able to visit Cologne
and Paris, after which he developed a new printing method, applying
the ink roller directly to the paper and then stamping to achieve unique
effects on a simple handpress. The more complex of these required
some fifty handlings in and out of the press and could take a whole day
to complete. Another of his experimental techniques was the painstaking production of abstract designs using the typewriter, which he called
tiksels. After 1929 he also began writing rhythmic sound poems.
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Piet Zwart’s Serie Monografieën Over Filmkunst
54

C. J. Graadt Van Roggen and Piet Zwart [Designer]
HET LINNEN VENSTER
$200
Rotterdam: W. L. en J. Brusse’s Uitgeversmaatschappij N. V., 1931.
Quarto. Text in Dutch. Photo illustrated attached self wrappers
[as issued]. 72 pp. 90 black and white illustrations. Partially worn
spine expertly reinforced with vintage cellotape. Light wear to
edges. A very good copy or better copy.
FIRST EDITION.

[Serie Monografieën over Filmkunst, Volume 1]. Zwart
experimented with a fragile heat-activated tissue laminate on the Filmkunst
covers to give a glossed varnish to the type and photos in his compositions. This laminate has stiffened over the years and has rendered this
whole series virtually impossible to find in collectible condition.
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Henrik Scholte and Piet Zwart [Designer]
NEDERLANDSCHE FILMKUNST
$250
Rotterdam: W. L. en J. Brusse’s Uitgeversmaatschappij N. V., 1933.
Quarto. Text in Dutch. Photo illustrated self wrappers over plain
thick paper boards. 64 pp. 98 black and white illustrations.
Owner’s name inked on title page. Text on spine intact. Light
wear to edges. A nearly fine copy. Rare in this condition.
ORIGINAL EDITION
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[Serie Monografieën over Filmkunst, Volume 3].

J. F. Otten and Piet Zwart [Designer]
AMERIKAANSCHE FILMKUNST
$200
Rotterdam: W. L. en J. Brusse’s Uitgeversmaatschappij N. V., 1931.
Quarto. Text in Dutch. Photo illustrated attached self wrappers
[as issued]. 70 pp. 32 black and white illustrations. Vintage cellotape repair to well-worn spine. Light wear and chipping to
edges. A very good or better copy.
FIRST EDITION
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[Serie Monografieën over Filmkunst, Volume 7 ].

Constant van Wessem and Piet Zwart [Designer]
DE KOMISCHE FILM
$175
Rotterdam: W. L. en J. Brusse’s Uitgeversmaatschappij N. V., 1931.
Quarto. Text in Dutch. Photo illustrated attached self wrappers
[as issued]. 56 pp. 40 black and white illustrations. Vintage
cellotape repair to well-worn spine. Light wear and chipping to
edges. A very good or better copy.
FIRST EDITION.
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[Serie Monografieën over Filmkunst, Volume 9].
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Piet Zwart
NORMALIEENBOEKJE [NORMALIZATION BOOKLET]
Nuth, NL: Drukkerij Rosbeek BV, 1986.

$150

Text in Dutch. Facsimile edition of Piet Zwart’s Normalieenboekje
for N.V. Nederlansche Kabelfabriek Delft originally published
in 1924. Thick printed wrappers. 88 [viii] pp. Color reproductions followed by 8 pages of artist statements. Trace of wear to
wrappers, but a nearly fine copy.
[limited to 2,000 copies]. Art book built around reproductions from Piet Zwart’s Normalieenboekje [Normalization Booklet]
for N.V. Nederlansche Kabelfabriek Delft. The oversized trim size of the
facsimile limited edition allows for a full impression of the original
11.4 cm × 19.25 cm tabbed pages.
FIRST EDITION

Piet Zwart (1885–1972) worked in many spheres, including graphic

design, architecture, furniture and industrial design, painting, writing,
photography, and design education.
In 1923 Zwart began an extraordinary client-designer relationship with
the Nederlandsche Kabel Fabrick (Dutch Cable Factory). For the next
ten years, he produced no less than 275 advertisements for the NKF.
The NKF assignment can be divided into four segments: the magazine
advertisements (1923–1933); Het Normalieenboekje (Normalization
Booklet) (1924 –25); the 64-page catalog published in Dutch and English
(1928–29); and the information booklet Delft Kabels (1933).
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[Piet Zwart] Bruno Monguzzi
PIET ZWART: L’OPERA TIPOGRAFICA 1923–1933/
$175
PIET ZWART, THE TYPOGRAPHICAL WORK 1923 –1933]
Bologna: Editrice C.I.P.I.A. s.r.l., 1987.
Text in Italian. Plain stiff wrappers. Printed dust jacket. [xxviii]
88 pp. 173 color and black and white illustrations. Jacket with
light wear overall and lower corner bumped. The impact translates to textblock. A very good copy in publishers dust jacket.
FIRST EDITION [anno 9, 30/2]. Special issue of the Italian Design Journal devoted to Piet Zwart’s typographical work from 1923–1933.

Zwart referred to himself as typotekt, a combination of the words typographer and architect. To a large extent this term did indeed express
Zwart’s conception of his profession—the architect building with stone,
wood, and metal; the graphic designer building with typographic material and other visual elements. Le Corbusier defined a house as a
machine for living, and in the same sense Zwart’s typography could be
called a “machine for reading.”
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